A.
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Sheldon Synergy Sink:
Mounted in Perimeter Casework.
Molded epoxy resin top and 19 gallon sink; two tiered with anti-splash feature.
1.

The molded epoxy resin sink incorporates a two-tiered depth design to
allow ADA accessibility at the front and a deep clean-up section at the
rear of the sink. The sink has a unique curvilinear shape where the front
is curved to match the curve of the counter top. The sink is 20-1/4” from
the center of the front curve to the rear. The width of the curved front is
28-1/2” and the width of the rear is 22-1/2”. The width of the sides is 16”
and the overall depth of the sink is 11-1/2”.

2.

The front section of the sink has an integrally molded ADA ledge 28-1/2”
wide, 8” front to back at the center of the curve, 5” deep from the sink
top, and has molded drain grooves. The rear of the ADA ledge is sloped
and designed to prevent splash from the two (2) water fixtures. The rear
of the sink is a minimum of 12-1/4” from the rear of the ADA ledge. The
sink shall accommodate approximately nineteen (19) gallons of water.

3.

Unicast water fixtures are mounted at a slight angle to provide an antisplash characteristic flowing on the sloped portion of the sink.

4.

Synergy sink mounting options in perimeter casework.
a.

Synergy sink, curvilinear resin top, and Unicast water fixtures can
be mounted within 35 ¾” standing height perimeter casework
assembly supported by a 42” wide wood sink cabinet with doors,
Oak or Maple as called for, and incorporate appropriate service
rough-in area. Provide this arrangement when specified.

b.

Synergy sink, curvilinear resin top, and Unicast water fixtures can
be mounted within ADA compliant perimeter casework assembly
at 34” height, supported by a metal base, sink shroud, and
removable knee space panel that provides access to service
rough-in area behind panel. Provide this arrangement when
specified.

